Fab Floorings India

...Adding Layers to Lifestyle

Fab Floorings India
Manufacturer & Exporter
Fab Floorings India (FFI) is a name synonymous with durable & safe rubber flooring. We have been manufacturing safe flooring solutions to our clients in India and abroad for over a decade. The mark of the craftsmanship of our product is satisfactory smile on the face we receive at the end of each work undertaken by our experts and supported by satisfactory certificates.

FFI has been in existence for over last three decades and continuously adapting new trends in fitness and lifestyle by embracing new technology and scientific breakthrough in manufacturing to satisfy the new needs of fast changing markets. FFI is promoting rubber flooring through its dedicated team of experts that can deliver safety flooring solutions with perfect installation. We ensure that every project we undertake is technically & economically satisfying for our clients along with a promise of quality and durability that we stand by.
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I don’t know how long I kept at it...
I felt reasonably safe, stretched out on the floor, and lay quite still.
It didn’t seem to be summer any more
- The Quotes
TOP PICTURE

Thicknesses we offer in our RUBBER ROLL MAT is 2mm, 4mm, 6mm, 8mm & 10mm. As per requirement, we can customize the thickness in between.

THICKNESS

We offer customized length and width in our RUBBER ROLL MAT.

LENGTH: 10m to 20m
WIDTH: 1m to 1.2m

SIZE

Our RUBBER ROLL MAT comes with white, yellow, red, blue, green & multi color EPDM with black base color of SBR Rubber.

COLOR

Thicknesses we offer in our RUBBER ROLL MAT is 2mm, 4mm, 6mm, 8mm & 10mm. As per requirement, we can customize the thickness in between.
AVAILABLE COLORS

Colors can be customized

GREEN
WHITE
RED
YELLOW
BLUE
MULTI COLOR
Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live the blind texts.
FFI
RUBBER FLOORING ROLLS

NOW MANUFACTURED IN INDIA
**SPORTING**

- Fitness centers
- Gymnasiums
- Ice rinks (outside)
- Training areas
- Access ramps
- Pathways and running tracks
- Kids play area
- Sports area

**Leisure and others**

- Libraries
- Study rooms
- Storage areas
- Bathrooms (outside) and restrooms
- Foyers/Waiting rooms
- Conference rooms
- Access areas, ramps and stairways
- Walkways, paths and running tracks
- Hospitals
- Hotels
- Clubs
- Old age homes
OUR PROJECTS
LAMINATED RUBBER TILES NOW IN INDIA
RUBBER FLOORING WITH LAMINATED TILES

SIZE

We offer 20” X 20” (508mm X 508mm) size for our all 3 types of laminated rubber tiles i.e. V-Groove, Paper-Cut & Interlocking

THICKNESS

V-Groove Tiles (mm): 15, 20 & 25
Paper-Cut Tiles: 15mm only
Interlocking Tiles: 15mm only

COLOR

Our LAMINATED RUBBER TILES comes with white, yellow, red, blue, green & multi color EPDM with black base color of SBR Rubber. Color can be customized.
OUR PRODUCTS

Laminated V-Groove Rubber Tiles

Laminated Paper-cut Rubber Tiles

Laminated Interlocking Rubber Tiles
AVAILABLE COLORS

Colors can be customized
APPLICATION

**Sporting**
- Fitness centers
- Gymnasiums
- Ice rinks (outside)
- Training areas
- Access ramps
- Pathways and running tracks
- Kids play area
- Sports area

**Leisure and others**
- Libraries
- Study rooms
- Storage areas
- Bathrooms (outside) and restrooms
- Foyers/Waiting rooms
- Conference rooms
- Access areas, ramps and stairways
- Walkways, paths and running tracks
- Hospitals
- Hotels
- Clubs
- Old age homes
CLASSIC RUBBER TILES
RUBBER FLOORING WITH CLASSIC TILES

SIZE
We offer 20" X 20" (508mm X 508mm) size for our all 3 types of classic rubber tiles i.e. V-Groove, Paper-Cut & Interlocking

THICKNESS
V-Groove Tiles (mm): 10, 15, 20 & 25
Paper-Cut Tiles (mm): 10 & 15
Interlocking Tiles (mm): 10 & 15

COLOR
Our CLASSIC RUBBER TILES comes in black, grey, terracotta, blue & green color; made from SBR Rubber.
OUR PRODUCTS

Classic V-Groove Rubber Tiles

Classic Interlocking Rubber Tiles

Classic Paper-cut Rubber Tiles

Classic Rubber Tiles with EPDM
AVAILABLE COLORS

EPDM granules in many colors can be added with rubber tiles

www.rubberfloorings.in
APPLICATION

**Sporting**
- Fitness centers
- Gymnasiums
- Parks
- Schools
- Daycares
- Skateboard parks

**Others**
- Pet flooring and doggy daycare
- Dugouts
- Basements
- Boat Flooring
- Outdoor storage sheds
- Ice skating rinks (outside)
- Locker rooms
- Any high traffic area
OUR PROJECTS
HEXAGONAL RUBBER TILES
RUBBER FLOORING WITH HEXAGONAL TILES

**SIZE**
We offer 10.5" (266.7mm) edge area 1.99 square feet for our HEXAGONAL RUBBER TILE

**THICKNESS**
Paper-Cut Tiles (mm): 10 & 15

**COLOR**
Our HEXAGONAL RUBBER TILES comes in black, grey, terracotta, blue & green color; made from SBR Rubber w/o EPDM.
OUR PRODUCTS

Hexagonal Paper-cut Rubber Tiles
AVAILABLE COLORS

EPDM granules in many colors can be added with rubber tiles

www.rubberfloorings.in
**APPLICATION**

**Sporting**
- Fitness centers
- Gymnasiums
- Parks
- Schools
- Daycares
- Skateboard parks

**Others**
- Pet flooring and doggy daycare
- Dugouts
- Basements
- Boat Flooring
- Outdoor storage sheds
- Ice skating rinks (outside)
- Locker rooms
- Any high traffic area
OUR PROJECTS
VIRGIN PVC
INTERLOCKING TILES
PVC FLOORING WITH INTERLOCKING TILES

SIZE
We offer 20” X 20” (508mm X 508mm) size in our virgin PVC interlocking tiles.

THICKNESS
Interlocking Tiles: 8mm only

COLOR
Our VIRGIN PVC INTERLOCKING TILES comes with unlimited color option; made from virgin PVC.
OUR PRODUCTS

VIRGIN PVC INTERLOCKING TILES
UNLIMITED COLOR OPTION
SPECIFICATION

• Made from virgin PVC material
• Thickness: 8 MM
• Size: 20" X 20"
• Colors: unlimited color option
• The tiles have excellent thermal and sound reducing qualities.
• Suitable for commercial as well as domestic flooring purposes but limited to indoor only.
• Usage: Useful for basements, gyms, kid's rooms, workshops, showrooms, retail locations and more. This is loose laid and hence, it can be moved to another location easily.
• It is long lasting professional flooring option.
• Our virgin PVC tile fights fatigue by dampens noise by absorb vibration.
Play Area Safety Floor Tiles

• Parent’s first priority is to ensure safety of their kids from injury and our rubber tiles / virgin PVC tiles thickness ensure safety of it.
• Our Rubber Floor Tiles ‘safety are available in 5 Sparkling colors.
• Simple to install on playground surfaces.
• If damaged really easy to replace it.
• Anti-skid properties.
• Due to bouncy affect of our Safety Tiles, it controls over critical falls.
• Abrasion Resistant
CONTACT US

T-4/2, Mangolpuri Ind. Area, Phase 1
New Delhi 110083

Toll Free: 1800 3070 7272

Email: sales@fabfloorings.in

Website: www.rubberfloorings.in